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International Transfer –Main Mechanisms

• Data Protection Directive 95/46/EU

• GDPR – Regulation 2016/679

• Basis for transfer

- Adequacy (General or Partial)

- Safeguards (Standard Contractual Clauses and Binding Corporate 
Rules)

- Consent



Adequacy

General

• Currently: Andorra, 
Argentina, Faeroe Islands, 
Guernsey, Isle of Man, Israel, 
Jersey, Switzerland, Uruguay, 
New Zealand

• Near future: Japan, South 
Korea, India, Brazil, ‘European 
neighbourhood’

(Com (2017) 7 final)

Partial

• US - Privacy Shield

• Canada – PIPEDA

(Personal Information and 
Electronic Documents Act –
Private Entities)



Safeguards

SCCs

• Approved terms for use 
where transferring to a 
country that is not 
recognised as adequate

BCRs

• Intra-group

• Similar concept to SCCs



Schrems No. 1

• Strikes down Safe Harbour – October 2015;

• Procedural decision;

• But “mass and indiscriminate processing”;

• DPAs can bring to national courts concerns re adequacy 
decisions;

• CJEU can invalidate adequacy decision;

• Test is “essential equivalence”: data protection laws in the 
destination country need not be identical in every respect, but 
the overall standard of protection must be equivalent.



Privacy Shield

• July 2016 – European Commission and the US agree the 
privacy shield 

• Process of self-certification to US Department of Commerce

• Innovations:

• Commitments on US Government access;

• Reassurance that access for national security and law 
enforcement purposes is subject to limitations safeguards and 
oversight;

• Effective redress: the creation of the Ombudsperson;

• Privacy Shield contains an annual review process and suspension 
clause.



Schrems No. 2

• Judgment of Costello J, 3rd October 2017;

• Referring questions to CJEU on validity of SCCs;

• Questions to be referred:

- Scope of EU law/national security;

- Adequacy of US law to be measured against what standard? 

- Does US law meet that standard;

- Safeguards offered by SCCs.



Meanwhile:

1) Direct challenge to the Privacy Shield
- La Quadrature du Net v. European Commission
- Digital Rights Ireland: challenge is inadmissible.

1) Investigatory Powers Tribunal reference to CJEU in Privacy 
International (October 2017)
- Whether legality of collection of bulk communications data collection is 

within scope of EU law;
- If so, whether and how any requirements of EU law go beyond the 

safeguards required by ECtHR case-law;
- Facts based on Anderson Report that BCD plays an important part in 

“identifying, understanding and averting security threats to the UK and 
elsewhere”;

- Impact of Grand Chamber judgment in cases C-203/15 and C-698/15 Tele 
2 and Secretary of State for the Home Department v. Watson (Data 
Retention)

- Questions:
- Do the Watson requirements in respect of retention apply to BCD (Watson 

arguably applies to the investigation of crime and not national security)



Watson Requirements

• The Watson Requirements (§119 to §125 of the Grand Chamber 
judgment) are fourfold:

i. (If application to BCD) restriction on non-targeted access;

ii. Prior authorisation requirement (save for urgency) before any access 
to data;

iii. Provision for subsequent notification of those affected;

iv. All data must be retained within the EU.

• IPT conclusion: Watson Requirements if applicable to national 
security and BCD in particular put national security of the UK at risk.  
Notification not required by ECtHR and would be “very damaging”.

• What about intelligence sharing?



3) Opinion 1/15, July 2017

- An agreement between Canada and the EU dealing with the transfer
of Passenger Name Record (PNR) data from the EU to Canada.

- Agreement cannot be accepted in its current form.

- Agreement reviewed on the merits as against Charter and prima
facie contrary to Article 7 and 8.

- Problems in particular with data retention applying Schrems &
Watson and disclosure to Canadian authorities as Watson
conditions did not apply. Problems with notification and access.



Meanwhile, Article 29 DPA Working Party 
(November 2017)

• Privacy Shield improvement on Safe Harbour;

• But “the analysis of the laws of the third country for which 
adequacy is considered, should not be limited to the law in 
practice allowing for surveillance within the country’s physical 
borders, but should also include an analysis of the legal 
grounds in that third countries law which enable it to 
conduct surveillance outside its territory as far as EU data 
are concerned”.



Adequacy under GDPR Article 45

“2. When assessing the adequacy of the level of protection, the Commission shall, in
particular, take account of the following elements:

a) the rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, relevant
legislation, both general and sectoral, including concerning public security, defence,
national security and criminal law and the access of public authorities to personal
data, as well as the implementation of such legislation, data protection rules,
professional rules and security measures, including rules for the onward transfer of
personal data to another third country or international organisation which are
complied with in that country or international organisation, case-law, as well as
effective and enforceable data subject rights and effective administrative and judicial
redress for the data subjects whose personal data are being transferred;

b) the existence and effective functioning of one or more independent supervisory
authorities in the third country or to which an international organisation is subject,
with responsibility for ensuring and enforcing compliance with the data protection
rules, including adequate enforcement powers, for assisting and advising the data
subjects in exercising their rights and for cooperation with the supervisory
authorities of the Member States; and

c) the international commitments the third country or international organisation
concerned has entered into, or other obligations arising from legally binding
conventions or instruments as well as from its participation in multilateral or
regional systems, in particular in relation to the protection of personal data.”



Right to Compensation and Liability

• Article 82 GDPR

“Any person who has suffered material or non-material damage as a 
result of an infringement of this regulation shall have the right to 
receive compensation from the controller or processor for the 
damage suffered.”



What about Brexit?

• UK “third country” in March 30th 2019, subject to a ratified 
withdrawal agreement.

• Does UK offer adequate protection?


